
SENATE No. 181.

The Committee on the Judiciary, to which was committed
the Bill in regard to the manufacture, storage, use, trans-
portation and sale of explosive compounds,

That this is an important Bill, reported by the Joint Stand-
ing Committee on Railroads, upon a subject-matter especially
appropriate for their consideration. It is presumed the sub-
ject and the expediency of the proposed legislation were fully
considered by them, and that the Bill reported by them and
referred to this Committee was the matured result of such
consideration. As the whole question involved in the bill is
that of the necessity, expediency and propriety of the legis-
lation proposed,—a question which must have been fully con-
sidered by the Joint Committee on Railroads, to which it was
appropriately referred, —the Committee of the Judiciary have
not felt it to be proper or necessary to enter upon its con-
sideration or to attempt to revise the consideration of a joint
committee of the two branches upon such a subject.

The Committee would, however, further report, that Mr.
Alfred Rix, the agent of parties engaged extensively in the
manufacture of compounds of mtro-glycerine, appeared
before them and objected to the proposed legislation, and
submitted to the Committee what he stated to be a copy of a

Commonujcaltl) of illassacljusctte.

In Senate April 30, 1877.

REPORT:
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bill introduced into the last Congress, and in substance, of
one said to be now pending before the Legislature of New
York. He also submitted what purported to be a copy of a
report upon the bill before Congress of a sub-Committee to
the Committee on Commerce of that body. Professor George
M. Mowbray, long engaged in the manufacture of nitro-
glycerine at the Hoosac Tunnel, in North Adams, also ap-
peared before the Committee and stated objections to the
bill, and submitted a memorial, addressed by him to the
Legislature, against its provisions. Mr. Rix also submitted
to the Committee a written statement of his objections to the
bill, in addition to objections which he stated orally to the
Committee. These papers are all herewith submitted for the
information of the Senate, and are marked, respectively,
Exhibits A, B, C, D and E.

For the considerations herein before stated, the Committee
report that they be discharged from the further consideration
of the bill, and that it be placed in the orders of the day for
the action of the Senate.

For the Committee,

CHAS. THEO. RUSSELL.
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Exhibit A.

44th CONGRESS,
First Session. H. R. 3876. [Printer’s No. 4237.]

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
July 10, 18’

Read twice, referred to the Committee on Commerce, and ordered to be
printed.

Mr. Piper, on leave, introducer 1 the following bill
A Bill to prohibit the Transportation 01 Liquid Nitro-Glycerine and to regulate the

on of Dynamite.Trai

Be it enacted by the Senate a\
United States of America in C(
ions of this act do not apply to
take place, and does take place,

id House of Representatives of the
mgress assembled, That the provis-
transportation which is designed to
wholly within a single State, Terri-

tory, or District of the United States, but to that which takes place,
or is designed to take place, partly in one such State, Territory, or
District, and partly in one or more other States, Territories, or Dis-
tricts, and also to that which takes place between this and foreign
countries.

Sect. 2. That the following shall be taken as definitions for the
purposes of this act:—

“ Passenger conveyance ” is any means employed by common
carriers of passengers, excepting canal-boats, freight-wagons, and
the caboose usually attached to a train of freight-cars; and, also,
excepting such other vehicles and vessels as are designed and used
for carrying freight, but which carry passengers for temporary or
local accommodation only.

“ Freight conveyance ” is any means employed by common car-
riers of freights.
“Nitro-glycerine ” is the subs

by the names tri-nitro-glycerine,
ance known by that name and also
Honoin, or blasting-oil.

“ Dynamite ” is a homogeneous mixture of nitro-glycerine with
dry and pulverized infusorial earth known as kieselguhr in such
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proportions as to make the mixture secure against any and all
leakage, drainage, or loss of its nitro-glycerine. The test of secu-
rity shall be that when any package thereof as transported or as
prepared or offered for transportation is perforated, no nitro-glycer-
ine will leak, drain, or drop therefrom. Any other mixture or com-
pound containing nitro-glycerine which shall be as secure against
leakage of its nitro-glycerine and as safe in all respects as the mixt-
ure above defined shall be deemed dynamite.

Sect. 3. That dynamite may be transported on and by freight
conveyances ; but its transportation on or by passenger conveyance
is hereby' prohibited; nor shall it be transported in metallic cases ;

nor shall it be accompanied in its transportation by any explosive
substance or thing whose explosion will explode it; and the trans-
portation of nitro-glycerine in the liquid or fluid form, or in any
other form than that of dynamite as hereinbefore provided, or by
either passenger or freight conveyances, is hereby prohibited.

Sect. 4. That every person who shall knowingly transport, or
cause to be transported, or who shall attempt to transport, nitro-
glycerine contrary" to the provisions of this act, shall be punished
bv a fine not exceeding five thousand dollars.

Sect. 5. That when the death of any person is caused by the
explosion of nitro-glycerine during its transportation contrary to
the provisions of this act, every person who knowingly transported
such nitro-glycerine, or aided in or permitted such transportation,
shall be deemed guilty of manslaughter, and shall suffer imprison-
ment not exceeding two years.

Sect. 6. That sections forty'-two hundred and seventy-eight,
forty-two hundred and seventy-nine, forty-two hundred and eighty,
fifty-three hundred and fifty-three, fifty-three hundred and fifty-four,
and fifty-three hundred and fifty-five of the Revised Statutes of the
United States, and all other laws inconsistent with the provisions of
this act, are hereby" repealed.

Sections fortyr-four hundred and seventy-two, forty-four hundred
and seventy-five, and forty-four hundred and seventy-six, so far as
they conflict with the provisions of this act, repealed.
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Exhibit B.

To the Committee on Comm
The undersigned, to whom, a

Bill 3876, entitled, “ A Bill to ]
nitro-glycerine, and to regulat
respectfully begs leave to repor

sub-committee, was referred House
ihibit the transportation of liquid
the transportation of dynamite,”

r

follows

The Congressional enactment:
passed July 3, 1866, and are f
Large of 1865-6, page 81, and

now in force on this subject were
und in United States Statutes at
a sections 4278, 4279, 4280, 5353,

6354, and 5355 of the Revised Statut
They forbid the transportation of nitro-glycerine, as well as all its

compounds, on passenger conveyances, but allow it on freight con-
veyances, provided the vessel containing it be metallic, and sur-
rounded by plaster of pari

Since these enactments were fn imed, great improvements have
nitro-glycerine against accidentalbeen made in the modes of securin

explosion.
From the time when dynai: egan to be used, in 1867, nitro-

transportation in plaster of paris.
The dynamite form is so much

glycerine has never been packed for
either in this country or abr
safer, that it has been uni ■pted, and this in spite of the

licial determination has beenletter of the law
made on the subject, the statutory \ revision has been held in law, as

are very slow to punish men for
even though the way of doing it
the law.

it is in fact, a dead letter. Courts
doing better than the law requ

is diiferent from that pointed o
It was accordingly found an 1 by the United States District

vv York, under the law requiringCourt for the northern district of N
packages of nitro-glycerine, an like substances, to be marked
on the outside with the names of ir contents, that dynamite was

to transport, within the intentnot like nitro-glycerine, or dangerc

of this law, and need not be mark d. For like reason, it has been
ould be given to the transporta-
;en transported without limit or

assumed that a like construction w
tion law. Hence, dynamite has b
condition of any kind.

Notwithstanding no nitro-glycerine is being transported as pro-
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vided by law, still, it is liable to be done, and the law ought not to
stand as a justification of any such dangerous practice.

In case of a slight leak, the nitro-glycerine is absorbed by the
plaster of paris, and the mass of material surrounding the case
affords a partial protection against light blows ; but against a rapid
leak, or blows forcible enough to crush the case, the packing gives
no security. Besides, the positive provision that the liquid shall
be in metallic vessels, is a positive provision for increasing the risk.

Science and experience alike have shown that the hard metals,—
and especially sheet iron,—afford, when struck, the peculiar vibra-
tion most favorable to the explosion of nitro-glycerine, so that it
can be exploded in tin cases by blows which will not explode it in
wood, paper or other like vessels.

It is therefore apparent that as the for the transportation
of liquid nitro-glycerine has entirely passed away, the law allowing
it should not only be abrogated, but a positive prohibition enacted.

On the other hand, there is no good reason why dynamite, of the
character and under the restrictions defined by the bill, should not
be carried on freight conveyances
ances, except the fact that it is a pc
sion while in transitu is possible, if
and the persons of passengers ou<

, or even on passenger convey-
iwerful explosive, and its explo-
not by accident, still by design,

>ht not to be subjected to even
istance so terrible in its results

m
the possibility of injury from a sut
when it does explode.

Although the industrial importance of dynamite in this country,
and the pressing need of its conveyance by public carriers are
doubtless well known to the members of the Committee, yet a few
words on these topics may not be out of place here. It is esti-
mated to be something over ten times stronger than gunpowder.
Its use has resulted in -what may be properly called a revolution in
the art of blasting. The cost of hard-rock work is reduced by it fully
one-third, and much time is saved besides. With it many under-
takings which before were failures have become successes. No
important hard-rock work is now attempted without it. Its con-
sumption at the present time in this country amounts to from three
to five millionpounds per annum. Its transportation long distances
and over a wide range of territory is an imperative lts
manufacture on the ground where used is impracticable.

The materials required for its manufacture, to wit, glycerine,
nitric and sulphuric acid are found at the great centres of trade and
manufacture and weigh four times as much as the product, while
the chief consumption takes place at a distance from these centres,
along the railroad and canal lines, and in the mining regions where
its manufacture is practically impossible.
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The principal factories are in New Jersey and San Francisco,
while the principal places of consumption are in the mines of Penn-
sylvania, Northern New York, Michigan, Missouri and the mining
regions further west, and along the new railroad and canal lines.

To prohibit its transportation by common carriers of freight or to
so encumber and restrict its transport as to make it as expensive
as to manufacture on the ground would have the effect to greatly
diminish its consumption, and so far check the development of that
class of industries which deserve special encouragement.

There is no call for any such prohibition or restriction. The
proof seems to be very clear and
tical danger of explosion in tran

satisfactory 7 that there is no prac-
iporting dynamite.

The sources of danger, so far
bility and shock.

■s they exist at all, are fire, insta-

Fire alone does not explode it
and loose, highly so. In this res
etc. These things, when open
firmly packed they burn quite
When packed in cartridges, an

. It is combustible, and when open
pect it resembles cotton, hemp, hay 7,

and loose, burn rapidly, but when
slowly. It is so with dynamite.

:1 these cartridges are encased in
strong wooden boxes-or casks, as is universally 7 done for transpor-
tation, the fire risk is substantially the same as on sulphur, rosin, tar,
etc., and it should be classed accordingly.

This is all the risk there is from fire. It is does not explode by
lire, like gunpowder or gun-cotton.

If set on fire while very strong
plode, as in vessels of very thick
is tranported it burns without exp

;ly and tightly confined it will ex-
iron, but in any vessel in which it

idin

The steamer “ Meteor,” burm
Erie, consuming eight thousand pi
ordinary manner, without explosk

;d to the water’s edge on Lake
mnds of dynamite, packed in the
n

Against explosion by fire it is p nounced safe on all hancro

Liquid nitro-glycerine, uni cpletely freed from the acids
able to spontaneous decompo-employed in its manufacture, is

sition, especially in warm times and places, resulting in most cases
in combustion, but, under favorable circumstances, in explosion.ances, in explosion.

The complete removal of the
difficulty. By the oversight or ne;
is incurred. But this instability i

acids is a matter of considerable
ligence of a workman this danger
not found in dynamit

No instance of such decompositi
it has been shown by repeated
impregnated with acids and whic
form, may he made into dynamite ;
most favorable for decomposition,

has ever been known. I
experiments that nitro-glycerine,
h decomposes while in the liquid
and subjected to all the conditions
without that effect

The powder form—that is, the solid form—seems to be an
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effectual bar to the peculiar chemical action requisite for spontane-
ous explosion.

The chief source of danger is supposed to lie in the susceptibility
of dynamite to explosion by concussion or percussion.

It is possible to effect its explosion by this means. When a
minute quantity of it, as a small pinch, is placed on an anvil and
struck with a hammer one or more blows, until it becomes so com-
pressed and solid as to admit of the same sharp metallic ring as

when there is nothing between the hammer and anvil, so much of
the powder, and no more, as is thus caught between the surfaces
will explode.

If a larger quantity is subjected to the same kind and degree of com-
pression the same result will follow. But it will be observed that the
greater the quantity ofpowder the more difficult its explosion becomes.

So true is this, that a box of it between the buffers of cars meet-
ing at a speed of sixty miles an hour would be in no danger of
explosion. Throwing boxes and cartridges upon rocks from great
heights, and striking them with sledges, and letting fall upon them
iron weights until they are crushed and broken in pieces and the
powder compressed as by a collision, are common experiments, and
always fail to cause explosion.

In one instance of collision of rail-cars, T rails were driven
through the boxes of dynamite, thoroughly breaking them up, and,
no doubt, greatly compressing more or less of the powder, but did
not explode it. Instances of a like character might be multiplied,
but it is considered that these are not the most practicable and
reliable tests of safety. The only test which ought to be trusted, is
experience. If the powder has gone through the practical crucible
of actual transportation for a reasonable length of time, and to a
reasonable extent, without doing any mischief, it is fair to suppose
it will continue to do so.

Its manufacture commenced in 1867, and the trade in it has grad-
ually increased until it now amounts, in this country and Europe,
to about 15,000,000 pounds per annum. Its transportation has
taken place by all the ordinary means,—on vessels and vehicles of
every kind.

It has met with such kinds of treatment as would naturally befall
an article supposed to be safe in every respect. Nevertheless, there
has never been an accidental explosion from any cause during this
time, either in this country or abroad. The evidence to this effect
is abundant and satisfactory.

There have occurred several explosions which have been supposed,
at least to some extent, to have been due to the dangerous proper-
ties of dynamite, but the supposition is unwarranted.
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Although the Bremerhaven explosion was not of dynamite proper,
as was widely reported, still it was of a compound of the same gen-
eral matter, called lithofracteur.

However, the powder was not to blame, as the explosion was
caused by an exploder placed in the powder by design.

The concussion from the fall of the case did not explode the
powder directly, but sprung the machinery by which the exploder
was fired.

The Bergin Hill explosion was of what is known as rend-rock
powder, and was caused by exploders applied designedly by work-
men during a strike.

An explosion of dynamite took place in San Francisco while be-
ing prepared for a blast. The loose powder which was being packed
into cartridges, was set on fire from the pipe of a workman, and
before it could be extinguished, the fire reached exploders in other
cartridges near by, and, of course

The explosion at Drakesville, N
aused their explosion.

J., was of liquid uitro-glycerine,
caused by the fall of a pailful of it

The fact that it occurred at a dynamite factor}7 led to the report
that it was of dynamite.

Thus, it appears that dynamite has been transported for nine
years in this country and Europe, without the explosion of an ounce
of it while in transitu, from any cause.

This fact, together with the experimental tests which have been
frequently made by experts and engineers and commissions ap-
pointed by governments, and committees appointed by transporta-
tion companies, seems to warrant the conclusion that dynamite is a
proper article for transportation in freight conveyances under the
conditions contained in the Bill

age of the nitro-glycerine from
3 apparent to require discussion.

That the provision against leak
the powder is an essential one, is to
The same may be said of the provl
der, together with the exploders use

liable to explode it.

dons against carrying the pow-
-1 in exploding it, or other things

if explosion caused by metallic
to exclude them.

Although no instance is known <
packing cases, it is deemed prudent

These are all the points which, under the present state of knowl-
edge and experience on the subject, seem to require attention, and
the Bill has been drawn accordingly.

It is therefore advised that the Bill be reported to the House, as
printed, and its passage recommended.

Sub-Committee.
2
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Exhibit C.

Storage and Transportation of Explosives
l the State.

Ax Act to regulate the Manufacture
with

f Representatives in General Court assembled,Be it enacted by the Senate and Ih
and by the authority of the same, as fc m

anoes to which the general provi-
are gunpowder, oriental powder,

Sect. 1. The explosive subs
sions of this act are applicab'
gun-cotton, the substances known as nitro-glj'cerine, nitroleura,

glycerine ; the various fulminates,
itassium and all explosive mixt-
i}T one or more of the foregoing
di may be an ingredient, including
>n powder, rend-rock powder, her-

glonoin oil, blasting oil or tri-nitro
chloride of nitrogen, iodide of pc
ures or compounds in which a:
substances or the chlorate of pota
dynamite or giant powder, Judsc
cules powder, vulcan powder, jupiter powder, thunderbolt powder,
titan powder, lithofracteur, vigorite, dualin and all other explosives
designed or used for disrupting or balistic purposes, and all other
sensitive or violent explosives, and also such of the compounds
used in the manufacture of fireworks or pyrotechnics as are either
explosive or highly inflammable.

Sect. 2. None of the substances designated in section one shall
be either manufactured, stored or kept at any place within this
state, or carried or transported from place to place within this
state, except as hereafter provided.

Sect. 3. Such substances may be manufactured, kept, bought,
sold and carried by private conveyance, to the extent usually in-
volved in laboratory experiments without further or other limitation
or restriction.

Sect. 4. The business of manufacturing any of said substances,
as well as the business of manufacturing fireworks, majr be carried
on and said substances may be kept or stored in anj- quantity at
any place situated one-half mile or more from any occupied building
or public road, highway, wharf or other place of public travel or
resort:

And also at a less distance therefrom with the written consent of
the parties in interest.

Such consent may be given on behalf of cities having fire com-
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missioners by such commissioners, and where there are no fire com
missioners, by the maj’ors thereof; and on behalf of townships by
the selectmen thereof. On behalf of churches, school-houses, hos-
pitals, asylums . and other institutions, by the managing officers
thereof, respectively, and on behalf of private property by the own-
ers thereof and the tenants in possession at the time consent is
sought.

And in all cases of consent, the parties giving it may annex such
conditions in regard to the number, kind and amount of explosives
to be manufactured and stored or kept on hand, and the situation
thereof as they may deem requisite for the safety of the parties in
interest.

Sect. 5. Licenses may be granted by the fire commissioners of
cities, or where there are none, by the mayors thereof, and by the
selectmen of towns, at their discretion, authorizing the grantees to
keep on hand in buildings to be specified, and not used in whole or
in part as dwellings, unless otherwise provided in the license, cer-
tain of the substances designated in section one, in certain quanti-

which quantities, unless for goodties to be specified in the license
cause shown, shall not exceed at any one time

Of gunpowder, oriental powder, gun-cotton or other like explo-
sive, to wit, such as explode bj fire alone, including such of the
compounds used in manufactur ag fire-works as explode by fire
alone, thirty pounds to be fully inc i in casks, cans or canisters,

or other like vessels, or be in the m of paper, linen or other iron-
metallic cartrid

fifty pounds; of dynamite, asOf fire-works in closed casei

nds in wooden casks or boxes,defined in this act, one hundred p
but not in metallic cases oror in unenclosed paper cartr

metallic inclosures of any kind
ier like fulminates and otherOf fulminate of mercu

both fire and percussion, orexplosives, to wit, such as explocl
friction and are not more sensitiv under percussion or friction than

provided the same be inclosedfulminate of mercury, two poun
r iron or its equivalent, andfully within an exterior case

the explosive be surrounded and acked within such case by or with
npressible material, or be otherwise arranged sosome elastic

that no shock, or jar, or violence to the case will explode the con-
tents without first crushing the

granted for keeping liquid nitro-glycerine orNo licer
keeping the fulminate of gold orany other liquid explosive nor f

of silver or the chloride of nitr n or iodide of potassium or any
other violent explosive which i more sensitive to percussion or
friction than fulminate of mercury.
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Nor shall more than one kind of explosive be kept at the same
time in the same building, unless they are so situated that the ex-
plosion of one will not explode any other; nor unless permission
therefor be given in the license. And every licensee shall keep
conspiciously posted on, over or at the side of the door to the
licensed premises a sign showing the substances he is licensed to
keep.

Sect. 6. The substances mentioned in section one may be carried
by private conveyance over public :
in the open country without limit,
private conveyance through the str
waters adjacent thereto, as follows
gun-cotton (when so made as not to

Dads or highways, or upon water
They may also be carried by

aets of cities and villages and on
Of gunpowder, oriental powder,

ignite or explode spontaneously),
or other like explosive, two tons ; of fireworks, five hundred pounds ;

of dynamite, four tons ; of fulminate of mercury or other like ex-
plosives not more sensitive to percussion or friction than fulminate
of mercury, ten pounds ; provided that said substances shall be put
up and packed as specified in section five, respectively ; and pro-
vided that only one kind of explosion shall be carried at the same
time b}’ the same conveyance and the same, except dynamite, be
completely covered with a leather or duck cover conspicuously
marked “ Explosive.”

Sect. 7. The transportation of each and all the substances des-
ignated in section one, on or by public passenger conveyances, either
by land or water from place to place within this state, is hereb}'
prohibited. And the transportation of nitro-glycerine in the fluid
or liquid state, as well as the transportation of all other liquid
explosives; also the fulminates of gold, of silver, the chloride of
nitrogen, the iodide of potassium, and all other like violent and
sensitive explosives, on or by either public passenger conveyances,
or on or by public freight conveyances, is hereby prohibited.

Sect. 8. Gun-cotton, wTen so made as not to be liable to ignite
or explode spontaneously, gunpowder, oriental powder, rocket
powder and other explosives of the same class and like character,
to wit, such as explode by fire alone and not by percussion or fric-
tion, may be transported on or by public freight conveyances, both
by land and water, provided the same be put up as specified in
section five, and then fully inclosed in a safe, magazine, car, box or
other receptacle made of or lined with boiler iron at least one-
quarter of an inch in thickness.

Sect. 9. Dynamite may be transported on or by all freight con-
veyances both bj’ land and ■water: provided, however , that it shall
not be so transported in metallic vessels nor be accompanied by
any other explosive or thing whose explosion will explode it.
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Dynamite, for the purposes of this act, is a homogeneous mixture
of nitro-gljcerine with dry and pulverized infusorial earth (known
as kieselguhr) in such proportions as to make the mixture secure
against any and all leakage, drainage or loss of its nitro-glycerine.

The test of security against leakage shall be that -when any
package thereof as transported (whenever or wherever such trans-
portation may take place) or as prepared or offered for transporta-
tion, is perforated, no nitro-glycerine will leak, drain or drop
therefrom.

I containing nitro-glycerine, which
of its nitro-glycerine, and as safe
love defined, and like the above
:>y fire, shall be deemed dynamite

Any other mixture or compound
shall be as secure against leakage t
in all respects as the mixture ab
defined mixture is not explosive
for the purpose of this act.

Sect. 10. Fulminate of mercury, and other like fulminates and
explosives, to wit, such as explode by both fire and percussion or
friction, and which are not more sensitive to percussion or friction
than fulminate of mercury, may be transported on or by public

not exceeding ten pounds together,
eked and inclosed as specified in

freight conveyances, in quanlit
provided the same be put up p:

arge or small, metallic cartridges,Sect. 11. Percussion caps, 1
if fixed ammunition in metallic
rblic freight conveyances; and

percussion shells, and all cla
shells, may be transported on

trued as affecting in any way the
is to firearms or the ammunition

nothing in this act shal
present laws and regulations,
therefor carried about the person

Sect. 12. In all cases of the transportation of any 7 of the sub-
ixcept as provided in section three,stances mentioned in section or
ir packages containing the same,
i the name of the contents thereof,

xt v

markedshall be conspicv
so as to be readily legible to thus

Sect. 13. Within twenty-fou
who handle the same
hours after the arrival or deten-
any port, harbor, basin, or othertion in any city or village, or ir

waters adiacei designated in
specified in section fivesection one, in quantities gr

•ns in charge, possession, or con-
tice to the fire commissioners or

respectively ; the person or per
trol thereof, shall give written n
mayor of such city, or to one of th men of the town in which
such village may 1 ic kind and quantity of such

iply with such written direc-substance; and shall t in

r, or selectman, may give as totions as such commissioners, may

and in case of neglect orthe safe disposition of such sul

section five.

refusal so to do, said commissioners, mayor, or selectman, shall
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make an order directed to the sheriff, or any constable or policeman
of the county, directing the seizure and safe disposition of said sub-
stances ; any such officer, to whom said order is delivered, shall
execute the same forthwith ; and at any time thereafter, in the dis-
cretion of said commissioners, mayor, or selectman, the said sub-
stances may be sold at public auction, and the proceeds, after pay-
ment ofall expenses, shall be paid to the owners thereof, in case all
the provisions of this act have been complied with on the part of
such owners or shippers of said substances, otherwise such balance
of proceeds shall be paid into the treasury of such city or township
for its use ; provided, that prior to such sale, such substances may
be redeemed in all cases where this act has been complied with on
the part of the owners or shippers, by payment of all expenses and
the disposal of said substances according to directions given by said
commissioners, mayor, or selectman.

This section shall not apply to the city of Boston, nor to vessels
in the service of the United States, or of any foreign government.

Sect. 14. Every person who shall knowingly violate or attempt
to violate, or cause or permit to be violated any one or more of the
provisions of this act, shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor,
and shall be punished by imprisonment in the county jail not ex-
ceeding one year, or flue not exceeding two thousand dollars, or
bj' both fine and imprisonment in the discretion of the court.

Sect. 15. When the death of any person is caused by either the
manufacture, storage or transportation of any one or more of the
substances designated in section one, contrary to any one or more
of the provisions of this act, every person who knowingly engaged
in such manufacture, storage or transportation, or aided or per-
mitted the same, shall be deemed guilt3r of manslaughter, and shall
suffer imprisonment in the state prison not exceeding two years.

Sect. 16. When any person is injured or his death caused by
either the manufacture, storage or transportation of any one or more
of the substances designated in section one, contrary to any one or
more of the provisions of this act, all persons who knowingly en-
gaged in such manufacture, storage or transportation, or aided or
permitted the same, shall be jointly and severally liable to the per-
son so injured or to the personal representative of the person so
killed, for damages in a sum not exceeding five thousand dollars.

Sect. 17. Chapter six of the acts of eighteen hundred and sev-
enty-one, and all acts and parts of acts inconsistent herewith, are
hereby repealed.
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Exhibit D.

To the Senate and Representatives of the Commomvealth of Massa-
Court assembled.chusetts in General

The Petition of George M.
Nitro-Glyceeine, N(

Sheweth, that in the winter
menced by Thomas A. Doane

1866-7, negotiations were com-
,sq., then chief engineer of the

if

Hoosac Tunnel, and these negotiations were continued by the then
Commissioners of the Troy and Greenfield Railroad and Hoosac
Tunnel, and resulted in a contract between this memorialist and the
Commonwealth of Massachusetts, as mentioned in the Hon. Alvah
Crocker’s report dated January, 1868, whereby in consideration of

ycerine works adjacent to theyour memorialist’s erecting nitre
supplying it at current marketTunnel, manufacturing the sam

rates, and instructing the emp of the Commonwealth in its use,
agreed to furnish a convenient sitethe superintending commissk

and a supply of water free offor the buildings, compressed

Ist a preference in the supplycost, and to give your memoria
required for the Tunnel. Your rr morialist, in pursuance of said

supplied the Commonwealth, ascontract, has erected works, and
utors, and instructed the employes in theagreed, likewise t

detail fully and completely per-use of nitro-glycerine and in ever
but owing to the difficultiesformed his part of said contract

1 air the Commonwealth wasattendant upon a supply of compre
unable to furnish same except foipt for five hours’ time during the first

impelled your memorialist to erect
mpressing apparatus ; so also with

month of said contract, which com
steam-eru

it was compelled to rent a supplyregard to water, your mem
laimed right to same as being on hisfrom Albert Browr

urchase from said Browne theland, and finally has been driven tc
.ter was drawn to supply his worksland from w

juired by the chief engineer ofYour memorialist was further r
.ct with the Messrs. Shanly wasthe Hoosac Tunnel, when the con
pay rent for land agreed at theentered into, to execute a lease ar

outset to be free of cost, with conditions of removal of works on
termination of lease, or penalty of forfeiture of same to the State.

Mowbray, Manufacturer of
«th Adams, Mass.,
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Hence, by failure of Commonwealth to perform its part of con-
tract with memorialist, a much greater outlay in works, machinery
and buildings has been necessary than your memorialist had agreed
or undertaken to make. And now your memorialist is threatened,
after expending all his earnings during the past ten years in build-
ing up works and a business, with the enactment of a law that will
practically confiscate the result of his labors, for House Bill 179,

4. D. 1877, an Act in regard to the manufacture, storage, use, tran.
portation and sale of Exp Compounds, in section 1, prohibits
any person in this Commonwealth to keep, have or possess in any
building, place, vehicle, ship or other vessel, within one rod of a
dwelling-house in any 7 city or town, any explosive compound in
quantity exceeding three ounces and one-fifth of an ounce.

Section 2 gives unlimited power to the city council of an} - city to
make any further ordinances in regard to the keeping, storage, use,
manufacture or sale of explosive compounds, also to regulate the
transportation thereof, and to affix penalties for each and every in-
fraction thereof.

Section 3 renders it necessary to procure from mayor and aider-
men, or selectmen, a license on terms for keeping, storing, trans-
porting, using, manufacturing or sale of any explosive compound
within the limits of the dity or town.

Section 4 prohibits railroad corporations, street railway com-
pany, or steamboat company to carry am' quantity exceeding three
ounces and one-fifth of an ounce of any explosive compound;
and until the railroad commissioners have made regulations, no
explosive compound whatever can be transported. The rules of
the railroad commissioners are to define the method of packing,
how carried, rigidly prohibits delivery to any transportation com-
pany, except all rules and regulations are complied with, notice
given, and permits airy railroad or common carrier to decline receiv-
ing same with impunity, even after license is taken out, all laws and
regulations complied with, thus absolutely depriving the manufact-
urer of all the results of his 1,

employe or common carrier, even
law and ordinance enacted.

ibor, at the will of any railroad
after yielding obedience to every

Section 6 inflicts a penalty of
ment in the state prison for five y
3 and 4.

not exceeding $5,000 or imprison-
ears for any violations of sections

Section 7 directs, if any explosive is suspected of being kept con-
trary to above laws, to search and seize same, and section 8 to
destroy it.

Section 9 authorizes entry into any 7 licensed person’s premises, to
see whether in opinion of party so entering, the laws, rules and reg-
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ulations are strictly observed, and on an alarm offire, the explosive
is to be destroyed

if any injury is occasioned by an

contrary to any of the laws speci-
that may hereafter be made, or

railroad commissioners, by mayor,
police, or by fire marshal.

Section 10 authorizes damages
explosion, if kept or transported
ficd, or of ant - of the ordinances
any of the regulations directed by
by aldermen, by selectmen, or by

Section 11 delegates all the abc
any other board of Boston.

ve powers to fire commissioners or

Section 12 defines the term “ explosive compound ” and exempts
gunpowder from the provisions of this act.

Section 13 repeals all acts interfering with this act, except for
continuing any suits, actions and prosecutions commenced under
other acts.

Your memorialist respectfully submits that the above act has
been drawn by some person or persons entirely unacquainted with
either the manufacture, the natural properties or the usefulness of

:Is, against which alone the bill is
m[)tion of gunpowder from its pro-
ignores the advanced knowledge

nitro-glycerine and its compour
directed, as evidenced by the e.\(

visions; that said bill utterly
acquired, developed and paid fc
wealth, during the past ten years
and your memorialist further su

r by the citizens of the Common-
of completing the Iloosac Tunnel;

ibmits that if the safety of the citi-
m explosions of nitro-glycerine and
it may be attained, not by the pro-

zens of this Commonwealth fre
its compounds be really desired
posed bill, but by striking out the thirteen sections of said bill, and
substituting

“ No person in this Commonwealth shall keep, have or possess, in
any building, place, vehicle, ship or other vessel, any nitro-glycerine
or compound thereof, except in a congealed state, save and except
during the process of manufacture or purification, or immediately
previous to using same for blasting or otherpurposes, under a pen-
alty of not exceeding one thousand dollars, one-half of said penalty
to be paid to the informer.”

This brief enactment covers the whole ground exactly, avails of
the experience gained during the past ten years, absolutely protects
every citizen from possibility of danger or accident, whether in
store or during transportation, because it renders nitro-giveerine
and all the compounds containing it, absolutely inert so far as the
nitro-glycerine in them is concerned, and, when in this congealed
state, it is positively less dangerous than gunpowder, turpentine or
kerosene oil. On the other hand, the thirteen sections of Bill 179
start into motion, with feelings of mysterious alarm, the railroad
commissioners, the mayors, aldermen, selectmen, lire marshals and

3
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policemen of every cit} 7

, town, village and hamlet in the Common-
wealth, against }

7 our memoralist, he being the sole manufacturer of
nitro-glycerine, in active operation in the State of Massachusetts.
If it be the desire of the citizens of this Commonwealth that his
occupation should cease, then designate the Act correct!}7 and truth-
fully what it is practically, viz.: “An Act to prohibit the manufact-
ure of nitro-glycerine in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,”
and add one other section to the bill, providing compensation for
j-our memoralist, who accepted the invitation of your commissioners
to serve you in an important undertaking, and who did actually
serve you precisely as he agreed to, and who, having invested the
earnings of ten years’ labor in what was at first an undertaking of
great peril, now respectfully awaits the determination of the repre-
sentatives of his enterprising, intelligent and generous fellow-citi-
zens in the premises.

And your memorialist will ever pray.

GEORGE M. MOWBRAY.

North Adams, Mass., March 22, 1877.
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Exhibit E.

To Hon. Chaeles Theo. Kussell, Chairman Massachusetts Senate Judi-
ciary Commute

Mr. Mowbray left in my hands his notes on the explosive bills
now before you, with a view of aiding me in my comments. On
reviewing these notes, I see I have omitted two or three topics I
ought to have touched upon.

Mr. Mowbray saj’s, very justly, that after an experience of over
ten years with high explosives, and after radical and numerous im-
provements in them and the modes of handling them, all with direct
reference to safety ; when, in short, they may be transported and
used with many times less danger than the old explosives, legislation
upon them ought not to proceed as if no such experience or improve-
ment had taken place, and that such legislation should not be
directed simply to their suppression, but to an enforcement of the
improved modes of handling them.

There is no doubt but a stringent law against their manufacture,
transportation and storage would have the effect to diminish the
amount used. But just so far as this is accomplished, so far the
public is injured. This is too clear to justify a word of illustration.
But the danger to the public would not be diminished in a like
ratio. Smuggling would be increased in proportion to the necessity
for it.

We all know that, as the law now stands, this practice is quite
extensive, and the unfortunate feature of it is that its direct effect
is to increase the risk to lif

5 smuggled are mainly transported
and of course in conjunction with

The explosives which are thu
by express in small quantities,
passengers.

small quantity might not do any in-
assengers, still, the chances are that

Although the explosion of a

jury directly to the persons of i
the express car would be broken down and the train wrecked, and
if in a bad location the result would be disastrous.

This practice is never sanctioned by either the express or railroad
people ; it is done in spite of them. Their insurance on the entire
cargo would be vitiated by their consent.
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Nor is this practice indulged in by manufacturers. In the first
place, they could not succeed in making the concealment for any
length of time, nor to any amount, that would justify an}' attempt.
They are forced to ship openly and in large amounts. In the next
place, detection in a single instance would forever cut off all further

;d upon.transportation by the parties impoi
This kind of traffic is confined almost wholly to retail dealers,

The explosive is packed and concealed within other goods, cr falsely
labelled, and passes unknown; and there is no doubt but the extra
care in thus packing and concealing the explosives, is one reason
why so little mischief has resulted from this practice.

If common carriers, express companies, and the public, could be
made to understand it and adopt it, there is no doubt in my mind
but the risk to the public would be less, and also less to the carrier,
if certain explosives—the ones most in demand and least dangerous
—were allowed to be carried in small quantities, say not exceeding
100 pounds at a time, in properly constructed magazines or other
proper receptacles, by express. But as none of the parties men-
tioned could be made to assent to this, it was omitted from the Bill,
and we must still continue to ride side by side with unknown pack-
ages of unknown explosives, until time and experience have taught
us how to prevent it. I have only alluded to this practice to show
that in making a law too stringent there may be want of wisdom,
as well as in making one too lax.

There is one other point not to be overlooked.
The old bill provides that any common carrier may decline to

carry any explosive
it is absurd.This is a palpable error ; mon

say, such a degree of danger that
on—it should not be allowed at all.
lit of the illustration you made be-

If there is danger—that is to
prudence forbids the transportat

Let it be looked at in the lig
fore the Committee. If there is no more danger than any prudent
man would take in his own business, no more than belongs neces-
sarily to the great mass of travel, trade, manufacturing and other
active affairs of life, then the transportation should be sanctioned
by law ; but if the danger is greater than this, it ought not to be
allowed at all. The law should forbid it. But if it is allowed at
all—if the law once sanctions it—then every common carrier should
be bound to transport it or give place to such as will. It is absurd
to have the law say in one breath that it may be transported be-
cause it is safe and proper to be done, and in the next breath say
that the carrier need not transport it, if he thinks the law is not
right, if he thinks it is not safe, if he is afraid of it. After the
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law has once said that a practice is safe, particular persons must
not bo allowed to reverse that judgment.

My attention has just been called to a new point. If there should
be dwellings, etc., within the forbidden circle of one-half a mile, and
consent cannot be obtained, the factories or magazines would have
to be removed under the new law as now drawn. This might be
oppressive. There might be no practical danger as they are. lam
at a loss what to suggest.

It would be easy to confine the operation of the law to factories
and magazines hereafter built, but then there may be cases where
present factories or magazines are improperly located, and the law,
as it now reads, is the exact thing needed.

If there is not some objection which does not now occur to me,
perhaps the proper courts can be invested with the necessary' discre-
tion. But this must be left to your greater experience and abler
handling. Please do me the justice to believe that I have felt, from
the beginning, my incompetency on all branches of the bill, except
the dynamite one,—on this I take the responsibility', but on all
others I decline it, and have intended all along to have all parties so
understand me.

Very respectfully,

ALFRED RIX.
61 Park. Place, New York., April 15, 1877.




